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III CHAPTER
OBSERVED KINEMATICS
Here we analyse the one- body kinematics in terms of the positions
determined by a frame, introducing the observed motion and its velo-
city and acceleration. By comparison between the absolute and the ob
served motion we get the "absolute" velocity addition and Coriolis
theorem. Fin ally we make the cOr.1parison between the observed motions
relative to two frames, getting the velocity addition and Coriolis
theorem.
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1 DBSERVED KINEMATICS.
Let ~ a fixed frame and let M be a fixed motion. We analyse M
as vi ewed by 1'.
1 We first introduce useful notations.
Let f : T ... P =be a C map.
r ... r x TP,
a) We put "f :(id1 ,f) :
v
df-(id1 ,df) :
-2 . 2d f" ( 1dr d f) : 1'+1' x T1r> .
2b) df and d f being functions on r, we can choose a natura l re
presentati ve of the equivalence classes of 1lP and T~P. So we plJt
and we get
df- [f,D'I'f]
2 - 2 Jd f: lf ,D-pf ,D:pf ,D-pf
where - D2f -D.pf : r + $ and : 11' ... $:p
resemble derivatives of affine spaces, but are note properly such.
, ilpo v èf2 fc) He put "pdf - r p 0. • T ... l]P-- •
, llp0 , èf2fIl pdf - r o • r ... w.- •p
Dbserved motion and absolute velocity addition and Coriolis theorem.
2 The basic definition of observed kinematics is the following.
DEFINITION.
a) The MDTIDN DF M OBSERVED BY l' 1S the map
~ " p o M : r ... p .
b) The VELOCITY DF M DBSERVED BY -p 1S the map
(d M)p - T P o dM: T ... T f.
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The VELOCITY OF THE OBSERVED MOTION
d Mp ; T - T 'p .
lS the map
c) The ACCELERATION OF M OBSERVED BY ~ lS the map
(v d M)~ ~ T P O v dM: T • T ? .
The ACCELERATION OF THE OBSERVED MOTION ~~ is the map
3 We can make the compar1son between the observed entities and the
entities of the observed motion.
THEOREM. " ABSOLUTE VELOCITY ADDITION AND CORIOLIS THEORHi"
a)
i.e.,putting
M ~ p o M
P
'ò[~'fxip,
'ò "M ~ M
P •
b l CM, Dri- P o MJ - ( d M)~ - d r1 P
,
l . e .
-
D ~1 - P o M - D:p~ .
(v d Ml:p
, .
- V:pd Mp -
- [~1,D2.pr1.p+€"ot~(D:pt~) + 2r'p0t\)XD'P~+P o ~)'
l . e .
PROOF.
•
D
2
M ~ D;ti,,+(~o~i:pl(D~ri:pl+2((1>0r\)XDpMp+P o Mp ,
a) ti ~ P o ( t, p) o ti - P o (i d
T
,~) - p o Mp
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b) (d M)" = T P o d M = d(p o M) = d M., •
iM =~ T2p , o iMc) (17 dM)" - T P o li o r o o o r -
~o ' -2- r o d M •:p -
4 COROLLARY.
We have
k k k
x o M = M = x o M:p -
. k~ odM.,=
/ o v:pd ~~
5 COROLLARY.
a) if '.p lS affine, we have
D Mk
2 k k
-ON +(r ..
1J
02'1 = O~M (D M )
,. ,.:p + €" 1'-P
b) If :p lS rigid, vie have
+ 2() x O ~ +
'.., :p :p
"
pon.p'
2O ~1 = 2O l'M:p + 2r:p x 01'M., +
•p o n
:p
c) If " lS translating, we have
•
d) If l' lS inertial, we have
•
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Physical description.
The observed motion is the ~ap that associates, with eac~ time
tET, the position constituted by the world-line of the frame, passing
throung M(t) .
The observed velocity and acceleration are the ~ùD thùt associate
with each time tET, the strips touched by the absolute velocity and
acceleration.
The difference between the observed acceleration and the acceleration of
the observed motion takes into account the variation, during the time,
of the affine properties of np and of the projection T [ -+ nP .
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2 RELATIVE KINEMATICS.
Let :P, and :»2 be two fixed frames and let the subfixes "l"
an "2" denote quantities relative to :Pl and -P2 , respectively.
Let M be a fixed motion. We make a comparison between the kinema-
tics observed by:Pl and ~2'
Motion of a frame observed by a frame.
l If we consider ~l as a set of world-l 'nes and :P2 as observing
:Pl' we are led naturally to the following definition by (III, 1,2).
We consider only free velocity and acceleration for simp1icity of
notations, leaving
Here D,p and
2
to the reaaer to write them in the complete formo
2Dl:P are the derivative in the sense of (III.1,1.b)
2
with respect to P2 and the suffix l de note partial derivative with
respect to the first variab1e, i .e. the time.
DEFINITIDN.
a) The MDTIDN DF :»1 DBSERVED BY ~2 is the map
: ì x [~ IP2
The MUTUAL MDTIDN of (P l ,P2) is the map
•
'"b) The (FREE) VELDCITY DF THE DBSERVED MDTIDN P12 l s the map
-
'"
-P12
- (Oli' P12 )Oj : [ ~ $-- 2
The (FREE) VELDCITY DF :P, DBSERVED BY :P2 l s the map
-[ ~ $
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~
The (FREE) VELOCITY OF THE MUTUAL MOTION p(' ,2) is the map
D
, (1,2)
-[ -. $ .
'C
c) The (FREE) ACCELERATION OF THE OBSERVED MOTION P12 1S the map
- 2 ~. -
P'2 = (D 1P P'2)oJ: [ -. $2
The (FREE) ACCELERATION OF:P, OBSERVED BY -t'2 1S the map
: [ --. $ .
~
The (FREE) ACCELERATION OF THE MUTUAL MOTION P(l,2) 1n the map
- 2 ~ . [ -
P(,,2) ; D, p(' ,2)oJ: -. $.
~
d) The (FREE) STRAIN OF THE OBSERVED MOTION P12 1S the map
v
E -Sr).
'2 -
- -*-P'2 : [ -. $ ~ $
-The (FREE) SPIN OF THE OBSERVED MOTION P'2 1S the map
A ,- *-
w'2 ; 2 D P'2 . [ -. $ ~ $ •
-The (FREE) ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE OBSERVED MOTION P'2 1S the map
, I =:l
""l 2 •
2 We can make the compar1son between the observed entities and the
entities of the observed motion, as shovi.n by (III,',3).
PROPOSITION.
a)
'C" 'C
P, - (""P12 ) ; l x [ -, r x IP 2 - [ .
- - -
- -b) P(1,2) - Pl ,2 P1 - P2 - P'2- - -
; - -
- - -
c) P, 2 - P, - P'2+~ (P'2)+20~ x P12 + P2, 2 2
- - -d) p(' ,2)=P,-P2, E'2 - El -E2 /..Il l 2 - w,-w2 n n - Q2, - , "2 - " , •-
- ?l -
3 l,le get an immediate comparlson between the quantities "12" and "21".
COROLLARY.
"-
a) P(1,2) =
"-
P(2,1) ,
-
P(1,2) -
-
P(2,1) , P(1,2) - - P(2,1)
- O •
4 We have time depending diffeomorphism between spaces concern1ng
1'1 and 1'2'
PROPOSITION.
Let TeT.
The maps
P12T P2 o
o
: IP l ~ IP- , l- 2T
• by91 ven [ e~11 ~ LP 1(T,e)] 2'
and
91ven by
00
are C diffeomorphisms
•
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Ve10citv addition and generalized Coriolis theorems.
5 As conc1usion, we get the comparison behleen velocity and 3r:celeration
of the motion M observed by ~l and ~2'
THEOREM. "VELOCITY ADD1TION AND GENERALIZED CORIOLIS THEDREMS".
a) -r~., .
l
b ) M •
c)
PROOF.
1t follows from (11,5,3) and
6 COROLLARY.
(11,6,2) •
Let :p 2 be inertial. Then we oet
-
-
E o M(D:p ~lp )+201' o M x Iì:p M., + P1
11 1 l l l l l
•
1f
-'P l l S affine, we have
D
2
M = D
2 ~ = D2 M --+ ~ (D'P Mp )+ 2 l1p x D:p M., + D •
:p 2 f'1 1l1
. l ,
l l l l l 22
if :Pl
•
rigid, we havelS
222
D M = D:p tlp = Df' ~ + 2 ~
2 2 l l l
if :P1
• translating we havel S
D2M 2 D
2
., M:p
-
- D p Mp + Pl
•
- - ,
2 2 l l
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if :Pl lS inertial, we have
•
Phys i ca l des cri pti on.
~
The observed moti on P12e : "ìf -. P2 gl ves the pos i ti on i n iP2 touched
during time, by the particle of:Pl pass1ng through e. The velocity and
~
the acceleration of P12 are calculed by ~2 by its differential stru-
cture and by its time depending affine structure, in the same way of
any observed motion.
-The velocity and acceleration of 1'1 'P l ,2(e) and
the spatial projections, performed by 1>2' of the absolute velocity
and acceleration of the particle of ~l' passing through e.
Notice that, in all the previous quantities, :P l is involued only
~
through the motion of its only particle Ple , while 1'2 can use also
its spatial derivative, which take into account the mutual motion of
its particles.
-
The nutual motion, veloci ty and acceleration P(l,2)(e) : T -. $ ,
- - - -P(l,2)(e) € $ ,P(l ,2)(e) € $ are the absolute spatial distance and its
time first and second derivativEs between the two particles, one of 'l'l
and one 1'2' passing through e.
So it is not surprising i f
The velocity addition theorem, relative to a motion M, glves the
classical result that the velocity of the observed motion by ?2 lS
the sum of the velccity of the observed motion by ?l' plus the veloc~
ty of :p l observed by P2 "
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The generalized Coriolis theorem says that the acceleration of
the observed motion by ~2 lS the sum of the acceleration of the
observed motion by ~2' plus the acceleration of ~l observed by
~2 plus the classical angular velocity term , plus a strain term.
When we consider rigid frames, we get, as a particular case, the
classical result.
We can describe such results by a picture.
[
~p. (t',e)
11
rlOt i nn 2.nri • • •V'=Jnc~(\'
••
•
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